




Sprint is fast, highly efficient and fully drivable.

Spin-Go is the innovative push-around that can

change the way you work. 

They are the solution for virtually any work you

need to perform at height, be it stocking shelves,

picking orders, or changing lightbulbs.

It allows the operator to  move efficiently between

locations and to perform elevated tasks, up

to  5.35 m/17.6 ft on the Sprint and up to 4.16

m/13.6 ft on the Spin-Go. 

Quicker. Simpler. Safer.

You have a problem? 
We have the solution.



Feat
Sprint



key operation
dual sensor pedals and handles activate driving, lifting and lowering
load deck
adjustable load tray (powered height adjust)
our revolutionary maintenance-free mast
low maintenance components
flashers and alarm activate when Sprint is travelling or mast is in
motion
on-board charger
ground control with three position switch

tures:

need morespace?



Sprint TL

Sprint TL is a unique order picker, designed to

facilitate the handling of tires and wheels, lifting the

operator and tires up to a working height of 5.35m,

simplifying the recovery and storage, allowing a

faster  and safer performance. 

The innovative Lift Compartment System can be

loaded up to a maximum of 100 kg (four tires),

drastically reducing redundancies inside the

warehouses and allowing for space maximization,

essentially multiplying the number of tires that can

be stored in a warehouse.

The inclination and load capacity of the Lift

Compartment can be adjusted by pressing the

buttons conveniently located on board of 

the Sprint TL. 

Quicker. Simpler. Safer.



time to pick

more?



Featu
Spin-G



Go
tures:

ground control with operator switch key
easy manual push/pull operation
load deck
adjustable load tray - manual height adjust
button release brakes
emergency lower
our revolutionary maintenance-free mast
ground control with position switch
low maintenance components
flashers and alarm activate when travelling or mast is in motion
pedal lever
on board charger

*foot switch (USA and Canada)



It'sall in the 

Sprint



Enhanced visibility with clear, 360° sightlines.
Flexible onboard movement with an adjustable cargo shelf.
Secure, stable operation at height with automatic brake locking when stationary.
Improved ergonomics with minimized reaching and lifting.
Easy platform access with dual swing gates and a low entry/exit step height.
Superior balance and security with both feet on a flat, stable surface, increasing operator
stability while performing daily tasks.

details

Spin-Go



Sprint



Spin-Go



Sprint TL
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